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necessarv amount of continuous creation can be
calculated and is equivalent to the appearance of
one atom in an average sized room every 20 mil
hon years If this seems absurdly small try
calculating the rate of creation m tons per second
in a sphere of radius 10* light years
The rate of creation ib however much too small
to have affected any of the laws of ordinary
physios The famous law of the conservation of
matter ( matter can neither l>e created nor de
stroyed ) is violated but on such a small scale
that physicists it is said, should not complain
Nevertheless some do complain and see in this
violation a strong point against this theory
The Formation of Galaxies and Stars
On any theory of the universe some explanation
has to be found for the existence of clusters of
galaxies In all theories salaries condense out
from dispersed masses of gas prinolpallyhydrogen
Once a huge gas cloud becomes sufflcJentlj con
densed to be separately identifiable as a galary
further condensation goes on inside it It is
believed on theoretical grounds that it could not
condense into one enormous star but must form
manv fragments which phnnV separately into
clusters of stars In these clusters many stars
perhaps hundreds or thousands or even millions,
are born at once A small cluster visible to the
riifced eye is the Pleaides The Orion nebula
visible as a hazy blob of glowing gas in the sword of
Onon is the scene of much star forming activity
at present
According  to   the  evolutionary  theory   the
initial dense state consisted of very hot
plasma in a state of overall expansion The ex
pandmg plasma was both cooling and swirling
about The random swirling produces irregulan
ties m the distribution of the hot gas—here it
would be rather denser there rather less dense
If a sufficiently large mass of denser gas happened
to occur then the gravitational attraction be
tween its own particles would hold it together and
maintain its permanent identity even though the
rest of the gas continued to swirl and expand
Such i large muss would gradually condense into
fragments to become galaxies the whole mass
turning into a cluster of galaxies
The steady state view is interestingly and
significantly different for on this theory galaxies
have always been present and the problem is one
of finding how existing galaxies can generate new
ones out of the hydrogen gas which is supposed
to be continuously created everywhere. More
over this has to be done at just the right rate to
maintain the galactic population density constant
—otherwise it would not be a steady state theory
A theoretical proposal allowing for galaxy
creation was in fact provided by steady state
eosmologists but will not be outlined here because
it now seems that the steady state theory is losing
ground
The Changing Scene
The 1960s witnessed revolutionary develop
ments in both observational and theoretical
astronomy By 1966 the attractive simplicity of
the original steady state theory had been obscured
by modifications forced upon its protagonists by
new evidence or theoretical ob:ections It is an
interesting and significant fact that the apparent
demise of the stead} state theory has resulted from
a welcome injection into cosmology of the charac
tenstlc activity of the other sciences namely the
comparison of theory with observation For
example it now seems agreed after some years of
uncertainty that remote sources of radio waves
are more abundant the weaker their intensity
This strongly suggests that they are more abun
dant at greater distances Thus the universe is
not uniform as the original steady-state theory
prescribed Since greater distances correspond to
earlier times, any extra abundance of objects ob
served at the greater distance means that the
Tjnlverse was denser in its younger days than now
This favours an evolutionary theory of the uni
verse
The same theory requires that the initial dense
state of the universe—aptly christened the
primaeval fireball —should contain, intense
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electromagnetic radiation with a distnbutioa of
wavelengths characteristic of the high tempera
ture As the fireball ^ e the universe expanded
over a period of about 1010 years it cooled and
one feature of this process is that the wave
lengths of the radiation increase and their distri
bution becomes characteristic of a much lower
temperature la fact the \\avelengths should
now be concentrated round about 1 mm to 1 cm
(corresponding to about —270 C) and the radia
tion should approach the earth uniformly from all
directions Radiation just like this has recently
been detected in several laboratories first by
Penzias and Wilson m America during 1965
They used very sensitive radio receivers originally
designed to detect signals from artificial satellites
No plausible terrestrial or galactic origin for the
radiation has yet been conceived the waves
appear to have something to do with the universe
itself Neither 13 there a rational basis for the
radiation within the steady state theory which
probably receives here its coup de arfae The
evolutionary theory survives so far
The Formation of the Chemical Elements
A stable nucleus is one that lasts indefinitely be
cause it is not radioactive There are 274 known
kinds of stable atomic nuclei ind little hi elihood
of any more being found These nuclei are the
isotopes (see F10> of 81 different chemical elements
the other elements including for example
uranium and radium are always radioactive
Some elements are rare others abundant The
most common ones on earth are oxygen silicon
aluminium and iron However the earth is
rather atypical It is especially deficient m
hydrogen because the gravitational attraction of
our small planet was not strong enough to prevent
this very fight gas from escaping into space
It Is possible to examine the chemical consti
tuents of meteorites and to infer the composition
of the sun and other stars from the spectrum of
the light they emit By such means the con
elusion has been reached that 93% of the atoms
in our galaxy are hydrogen 7% are helium all
the other elements together account for about one
in a thousand atoms A glance at the Table of
Elements (F66) will show that hydrogen and
helium are two of the lightest elements they are
in fact the two simplest
According to the steady state theory hydrogen
atoms are constantly being created The evolu
tionary theory supposes that the dense initial
state was a system of very hot protons and
electrons i e split up hydrogen atoms In either
case therefore the problem is to explain how the
heavier chemical elements appear m the universe
at all It is here that a fascinating combination
of astronomy and nuclear physics is reauired
We have already referred to the fact that the
energy radiated from the sun originates in nuclear
reactions which turn hydrogen into helium. Why
is energy given out? To answer this question we
note that nuclei are made up of protons and
neutrons (see F10) These particles attract one
another strongly—that is why a nucleus holds
together To separate the particles energy
would have to be supplied to overcome the ittrac
tive forces This amount of energy is called
binding energy and is a definite quantity for every
kind of nucleus Conversely when the particles
are brought together to form a nucleus the binding
energy is released m the form of radiations and
heat Different nuclei consist of different num
bers of particles therefore the relevant quantity to
consider is the bmding energy ver particle Let us
call this B Then if elements of high B are
formed out of those of low B there is a release of
energy
Now B is small (relatively) for light elements
like lithium, helium and carbon it rises to a
nunrimiiTn for elements of middling atomic weight
like lion it falls again for really heavy elements
like lead bismuth and uranium Consequently
energy is released by forming middleweight ele-
ments either by splitting up heavy nuclei
( nuclear fission > or by joining up light ones
( nuclear fusion )
It is the latter process fusion that is going on
la stars The fusion processes can be studied in
physics laboratories by using large accelerating

